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1.0 Introduction

This Design and Access Statement report has been prepared to

support Planning and Listed Buildings Consent applications for

the refurbishment and redevelopment of the Grade II Listed New
Bodleian Library building for the Bodleian Libraries of the University

of Oxford

This application submission represents the culmination of the

design development earned cot by the Bodleian l ibraries the

Unrversity of Oxford, and the Design Team, led by VWkinson Eyre

Architects over the last three years Dunng th$ period the design

development work has largely focussed on the development of

the Libraries brief within the 'building design', which, in a Grade
II Listed building with such significant constraints, are inextricably

linked and complex Design development has progressed to a

level of detail where the architectural structural and servees

coordination is integrated into the design intent of the new build

elements, the analysis of the existing constraints, and the original

bu tt heritage fabric

The following report provides an outline of the background and the

key Objectives of the project, foliowed by an analysis of the site and
the existing building The majority of the report then concentrates on

a description of the proposals This report should be read a’ongsde

the drawings

U«v0->»n4<Mrt*i 9«<nae<
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2.1 The Bodleian Library

The Boolean Libraries are the foremost among the University's

libraries The Bodleian is entitled to receive a free copy of every

book periodical, and newspaper published in Britain as one of the

six libraries accorded legal deposit status m British legislation, and
acquires over 300.000 items each year At present its collections of

pnnted books, manuscripts, archives, maps and music occupy over

188 km (117 miles)

The central Bodies site comprises the Old Bcdle an building, the

New Bodleian the Clarendon Building, and the Raddiffe Carrera

The Bodleian libranes unique collections are of inestimable value

to international research as well as to world culture. They require

the best possible facilities so that they may be preserved for future

generations and made accessible for the international community
of scholars and students to use in their research and learning, and
for the University to share with the general public

The University of Oxford has therefore embarked on an ambitious

penod of renewal of its facilities for the safeguarding of. and
provision of high-quality access to. its collections and services

The refurbishment of the New Bodleian building i$ at the heart

of this strategy, as it is focussed on the University's outstanding

Special Collections

2.2 New Bodleian

The pro.ect at the head of this scheme i$ the refurbishment of the

Grace H Listed New Bocioian Library The construction of a new
modern oook depository at Swindon now enables the University

of Oxford to refurbish and upgrade tnis building, designed by Sir

Giles Gilbert Scott in the 1930s ar>d completed in 1940 to deal with

maior problems with the building's infrastructure, and to modernise
its facilities As such tne New Bodlean project aims to provide the

University with a leading research facility based on the University's

unrivalled Special Collections, to equal the test available anywhere
m the world

The project has also been designed to ensure that the Scott

building can be modernised m a way that preserves the histone

character of the building and that allows the best features of Scott's

design to be seen in their best light

The project will ensure that the investment made by the University

and the many generous donors who have built the Library's special

collections over the centuries can be properly protected, and that

scholars m the future can be sure that these collections can be
used in facilities that meet their requirements The project will also

enable the general public - the citizens of Oxford and the many
visitors to the city - to appreciate the treasures of world culture and
learning that the University has the privilege and responsibility of

safeguarding
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2.3 History of the Now Bodloian

In 1925 tne then Libranan of the 8odlean Dr Arthur Ernest

Cowley, informed the University that the Library would run out

of space m ten years time and began to investigate options for

dealing with this problem in providing a solution, a key issue was
that the University did not wish to lose the Bodleian's association

with its beautiful buildings tn central Oxford the Old Schools and
Rado'iffe Camera Radical alterations to the existing buildmgs were
considered inappropriate, and it was therefore decided that the

construction of a new building, within the oty centre, which could

easily accommodate the growth of the library's co'tectons. was the

best course of action

In 1926. the Rockefeller Foundation agreed to provide three-fifths

of the cost of a new library, provided that the University would

contribute the remainder This was the catalyst for the creaton of

a Commission, under Sir Henry Miers, which was to visit modern
University libranes in Europe and Amenca and to report on these

with the intent of informing Cesgns for the new Library In a report

published m 1931 the library Commission determined mat the

best course of acton would bo to abandon thoughts of a library

and instead build a book-stack The site chosen was opposite the

Clarendon Building, on the north of Broad Street.

Following the appointment of Sir Giles Gilbert Scott as architect in

June 1934. it was deeded mat the new building on the Broad Street

site would be a book store and library extension capable of holding

approximately 5 OCO.OOO books, which would bo connected to the

Old Bocieian via a mechanical conveyer belt and pneumatic tube

system

The Nov/ Bodloian Library is described as being, an experiment m
working a new horary building into an old histone framework "This
is clear in the way that variable influences considered by Gilbert-

Seen comtxne to create a unique stylo which is an An Deco / Art

Moderne take on Classical Revivalism The use of materials, styles,

architectural features, and desgn elements form a modem build;ng
m keeping with the style of its t«me. though touched rather heavily

by the inspiration of surrounding buildings ranging from medieval

limber frames to me ornate Classical Revivalism of the Sheldon ian

Theatre and Clarendon Building: The elevations are designed

with due respect to the traditions that produced the surrounding

old buildings, but no attempt has been made to ignore modern
tendencies 3

’ Ldmuna Craster The Bodleian L&rary Extension Scheme. 1941
3 The Architect and Buildng News. 30 August 1WO

University of Oxford

New Bodleian Library Project

2.4 The Bodleian Libraries Academic and Estates

Strategy

The Bodleian Libraries make up a hghty distnbuted library system

with over 39 sites ranging from the Health Care Libranes based

around the John Radcliffe Hospital and other teaching hospitals to

the Humanities libraries in central Oxford

The current Library strategy aims to

• Increase direct access to high-demand items in the collections

• improve online access to materials by providing access to digital

runs of journals

• Enhance user services through innovation

• Improve mo management of collections

• Provide a secure locaton for high-value collections

• Advance a coordinated estates programme

a) High-density book storage facility in South Marston •

Completion of the new facility is due m September 2010
Like other comparable repositones. such as Harvard s

oepos tory the storage faoiity win offer twice daily

deliveries on weekdays with additional service if demand
warrants

b) New Bocieian Library redevelopment - The subject of

this Planning and Listed Buildings Consent Application

c) Humanities Library • The first phase of the plans for

me Radcliffe Observatory Quarter will see the integration

of the English. History. Philosophy and Theology faculty

libranes ink) a smgie library

tlitf.b
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2.5 Appreciation of Sir Giles Gilbert Scott

Sir Giles Gilbert Scott s architecture is well known for its fusion

of tradition with modernity by the application of histone styles to

industrial structures such as those for Battersea and Banksde
power stations m London, Liverpool Anglican Cathedral, and the

K2 telephone kiosk

As well as tnese landmark commissions. Scott designed many
churches throughout his career and oversaw extensive rebuilding

of elements of the Houses of Commons following wartime

fcomb<ng

Sir Giles Gilbert Scott was president of the RIBA during its

centenary year in 1933. In his inaugural address Scott criticised

both the diehard traditionalist and the diehard modernist, calling for

a middle line' to adopt new methods of construction while seeking

to always piace the humanistic element of architecture

Scott was a prolific architect with a wide range of projects which

included several other Oxford commissions in addition to the

New Bodleian Between 1928 and 1931 Scon continued the north

range of the Longwaii Quadrangle at Magdalen College, and
also converted the School Hall into the College s Library. At Lady
Margaret Han in 1932 Scott designed a number of neo-dasscai
college buildings and a chapel on the site

The other most notable Oxford commission was Hartiand House
for St Annes Coi ege. which was contemporary to the design of the

New Bodleian Library Hartiand House shares many similar design

characteristics to that of the New Bodleian, including the use of the

same stone from the same quarnes

For the redevelopment of the New Bodleian, the strategy is to work

with, rather than against. Scott's design There are a number of key

features which are both typcai of Scott and also give the building

its specific mid-twentieth century character The vertical strips of

linear glazing are architectural features seen on many of Scott's

buildings including Bankside and Battersea power stations At the

New Bodleian Scott uses a senes of extended verticals to break

the Ime of the horizontal, thus developing the use of vertically to

adapt to the Oxford context

While this building should be a more uplifting space than simpy

a machine' for storing books, it is an intention that any proposal

should be a truthful and pragmatic solution to the re-adaptaticn of

Scott's design.

Bex Cambridge Ur.vetvc> L/feary
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2.6 Conservation Statement

A Conservation Plan for The Bodleian Library Oxford was
compiled by TfT Cultural Heritage In December 2COO This refers to

the Bodleian complex as a whole Within its Conservation Policies

this document recommends. When viable and affordable, to invest

in new technology to improve the functioning of the New Library

and the accessibility of its collections to readers
'

This document

does not give any recommendations of any particular architectural

detail

A specific New Bodleian Library Conservaton Statement was
completed by Purcell Miller Tntton in October 20C6 which has

subsequently been adopted and approved by Oxford City Council

and English Heritage

This Conservation Statement »s an independent document which

was written in isolation without any detailed knowledge of the

concurrent evolving Client Bncf. and subsequent design proposals.

The des*gn of the building responds to the project s key drivers and

objectives The Conservation Statement has informed this process

and m some instances identifies where agreement about the

management or treatment of change should be reached

The Conservation Statement identifies recommendations to ensure

that the redevelopment of the Library conserves the aesthetic and
architectural character of the buKJing These recommendations have

been fully taken mto account in the preparation of the proposals fer

which the University is seeking permission

The Conservation Statement is an important point of reference for

the Project Team m appraising the impacts of proposed changes to

the building

»\\ b'VVl | yi
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3.0 Brief and Objectives

Project Objectives

The following three key objectives underpin the project

1. SAFEGUARDING THE COLLECTIONS

2. MODERNISING RESEARCH FACILITIES

3. PROMOTING THE COLLECTIONS FOR WIDER
UNDERSTANDING

3.1.

Safeguarding the Collections

As a fundamental objective of the scheme, it is of paramount

importance that the refurbished scheme meets the requirements of

the following

• British Standard 5454 2000 Recommendations for the storage

and exhibition of archival documents.

• The National Archives Standard for Record Repositories First

edition. 2004

The existing building currently fails to meet these requirements due
to the following constraints

• Storage Currents cramped and unsafe conditions for the storage

of valuable matenals. as well as a reduced opportunity to acquire

collections

• Environment The Library currently fails to meet the temperature

and humidity requirements of BS 5454 for storing library and
archival materials

• Fire safety The Library has no means of oompartmenialion or

fire suppression to limit the spread of Tire and there is ‘wholly

inadequate fire protection to the multi level book stack structure

• Security The last decade has seen some high-profile thefts from

the Bodie^n Improved security required at storage consuitaton.

and display local ons

This project has as a key objecfcve to bring the conditions for

storage up to contemporary standards This represents a major

investment and the Library will be abe to share the benefits of

these new facilities with college libraries, department and Faculty

libraries and the University Archives, a number of wh»ch currently

entrust their coleclions to the Bodleian

University of Oxford

New Bodleian Library Project3.2.

Modernising Research Facilities

The 8odleian Library has always sought to develop high quality

services for its users The constraints of me existing buildings nave

meant that the Library has been unable to seize opportunities to

provide new research facilities or to upgrade and renew existing

ones The following improvements are proposed

• Reading rooms A suite of high quality new and refurbished

reading rooms is planned to increase the capacity and improve

facilities for researchers directly consulting conectons

• Seminar rooms A suite of seminar rooms i$ planned to provide

secure hands-on’ teaching, master-classes, and public seminars

using speoal collections materials

• Visiting Scholars The Library intends to develop its academic
programmes by introducing a new Visiting Scholars Centre

Scholars will work on the Library’s collections, whist oonlnbuting

to the research culture of the University through graduate

master-classes, advising curatorial staff, curating exhibitions, and

deiivenng public lectures and workshops

• Space The existing faculties are inadequate in terms of the needs
of the modern Conservator and Curator, and therefcro improved

faoiites for staff are proposed

• Digital media centre The New Bodle an project will deliver a

state-of-the-art facility for supporting digital scholarship

3.3.

Promoting the Collections for Wider
Understanding

By opening access to the New Bodleian beyond the academe
community, me public will be given the opportunity to understand,

enjoy and appreoate why. in this digital age a physical library is

still vitally important to our heritage The New Bodleian project will

achieve these aims through

• Exhibitions The New Library has been planned to increase space

for exhibitions and to mount permanent and temporary exhibitions,

with n faoM.es that meet the highest current standards

• Publ* engagement The Exhibition gallenes. the Seminar Suite

and other facilities, will provdc new opportunities for developing

programmes of engagement aimed at general pubic local

community groups, school children, lifelong learners and others

• Architecture of the building The build mg will be opened up both

conceptually and physcaiiy. allowing the purpose and function of a

great research library to be transparent

• Cafd Cafe facilities are planned that would be available for Library

staff, researchers and the general pub'-c
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4.1 Central Oxford and Broad Street

The New Bcc:eian Library is Grade 11 listed and is a highly

recognisable feature cf the Oxford cityscape given its prominent

locaton on the corner of Broad Street and Parks Road Broad

Street is one of the most predominant streets in Oxford City Centre

and is at the heart of the University Parks Road •$ a direct link

between the city centre and the University Parks and Science Area,

making the comer of these two major roads an important junction

The New Bodleian is ad;acent to Trinity Gardens to the north and

the Grade il tested Blackwell Bookshop to tne west

It is notable that the design of the building was intended to relate

to its surroundings The Broad Street entrance, for example, was
designed to create an axial vista across Broad Street, through the

archways of the Clarendon Building and the Old Bodleian to the

Radciiffc Camera The architectural historian Nikolaus Pevsner

described "the area by the Radckffe Camera and the Bodleian <$

unique in the worid ... * * The use of Bladon limestone and Classical

motifs on the facades also assist m relating the New Bodleian with

the immediate surroundings

The building forms a physical part ot the group of significant histone

buildings at the east end of Broad Street The curve, shape and
changing width of Broad Street follows the line of the old city wall,

moving from the commercialism of the High Street to the histone

academic heart of Oxford and the Bodleian Libranes complex,

as such it is a major thoroughfare for the citizens of Oxford,

academics, students and tounsts.

The architectural and historic significance of the centre of Oxford

easily warrants its designation as a Conservation Area This Central

Conservation Area >s the largest and most significant m Oxford

The primary features ct the Conservation Area are the collection

of sp<res and towers of the main university buildings and churches

- which create the famous pmnatfed skyline, its important historic

architecture and its associaton with the university

* *Tn* cl England Oxlc»4>lwfo'. Sr NiKolavj Pwsner
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4.2 Understanding the Site, the Building and its

Context

In architectural and urban cesign terms, this project seeks a

solution which will solve problems related to both the external

perception, cultural identity and the internal functioning of the New
Bodleian Library Studies of the surrounding cityscape show a fine

urban gram of quadrangles and courtyards passages and alleys

creating a filter' through which pedestrians pass as they permeate

the academic core of Oxford

This informal netv/ork is counter-ponted by a certain formality in

the sequence of spaces between Broad Street and the High Street,

with its unresolved axes suggesting links through to the threshold

of the New Bodleian One of the key aims when analysing the

surroundings of the New Bodleian has been to establish a means to

connect the building more dosely back into its immediate contexl

creating an improved clarity and logic in tho pedestrian approach

There is an opportunity (offered by tne more open' nature of the

bmkJmg brief) to significant^ improve the eastern end of Broad

Street and in particular the setting for the Clarendon Buiicmg and
the Sheldonian Theatre, at street level VMthin the setting of the

New Bodleian, there is also the possibility of easing the transition

between this dense urban character and the looser character of the

oty gram, as the north side of Broad Street (with the exception of

Blackwell s and the White Horse pub) is completely dosed off to the

general public

internally, the provision of upgraded book stacks and an
improvement of operatonai aspects is vital A new structure for

the central book stack allows the appropriate subdivision and fire

protection • and the introduction of a diagrammatcally simpler

pattern of movement to enable the retrieval and arrival of its

contents to be managed more closey

There $ an aspiration to create a specialness to the spaces and
reading rooms surrounding the stack, both m their architectural

aesthetic and environmental control, and to achieve this through the

rejuvenation and re appreoaton of Scott's original design
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4.3 Approaches to the Building

4.3.1 Tho Wostorn Approach

Approaching the building from the west end of Broad Street, the

expanse of Broad Street. Tnmty College, the Clarendon building

anc Sheldonian Theatre are in the foreground The upper stack

and the 1960s Indian Institute extension are dearly vis ble in the

back ground of this vie//

As one gets doser. the open space in front of the Clarendon

building and the original Indian institute building and the set

back of the New Bodeian facade, becomes evident and spatially

steps back to suggest the continuation of Broad Street onto

Holywell Street beyond the crossroads The south-west annexe

of the building is on the historic building line of Broad Street and
meciates in massing terms, between the smaller scale of Broad

Street and the larger volumes needed to contain the book stacks

On reaching the east end of 8road Street the New Bodle>an s

existing plinth steniises this space and forms a barrier which does
nothing to contribute to the public realm space between the New
Boddan and the Clarendon opposite

Architecturally the building is rather unwelcoming on this frontage

listing .icsvt t'O'r Bread S* v*<
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4.3.2 The Southorn Approach

The sequence of spaces from the sooth to the north, and in

particular from the High Street through to the east end of Broad

Street is remarkable in its architectural heritage and quality.

At its eastern end. Broad Street is the climax of the southern

approach from St Mary's, through Raco'iffe Square and the Old

Schools Quadrangle to the Clarendon and Sneldoman buildings

The New Bodleian is part of this sequence of spaces, and is also

at the important hub' between Broad Street. Parks Road. Holywell

Street and Catte Street The treatment of the New Bodleian should

pay due cognisance of this spatial relationship, where all buildings

in view are of the same matenai

I Mr umo Mi$ri
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4.3.3 Tho Eastorn Approach

The gentle curve of Holywell Street traces the historical building line

to the north of. and outside of the old city wall. This gentle curve

links up with the north side of Broad Street which continues this

curve

As one moves from east to west along the curving Hotywed Street,

the relationship with the New Bodleian changes From a distance

the ground and first floors of the build ng are dominant and act as a

visual oamer which terminates the view, the upper storeys set back

slightty, through this effect is compromised oy the presence of the

Indian institute extension later addition

As cne gets closer to the comer of Holywell Street. Parks Road
and Broad Street, tho relationship with Broad Street opens up and

becomes apparent

25
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4.3.4 The Northern Approach

The vie.vs of the approach from north to south along Parks Road

show the relationship of the New Boolean Library with Trinity

Gardens and V&dham College, and the Clarendon building in the

distance

The east facade of the New 8odieian ooes not follow the historical

building line and is not parrallel to the older buildings on the west

sde of Parks Road This alignment forms the vista of the west side

of the Clarendon the spires of the Old Bodleian tower and the

dome of the Raddiffe Camera

The north facade of the original upper stack tower is visible, and

the existing massing of the building is dearty defined Several non

original elements project above the north parapet

kYMgrecr tft frdiircn
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4.4 Analysis of Original Drawings and South
Facade

The existing wedge shaped plinth m front of the south facade

sterilises the space in front of the New Bodleian

An original Scott section drawing dated Apnl 1936 and a

perspective drawing of the same time show that the existing

window in the south west corner of the ground floor was originally

proposed as a door, and that the existing line of the plinth was
originally proposed as a low wall This door .s adjacent to the

Canteen Room Therefore, it can be surmised that it was ongmaily

Scott's mtenton to create an external private space for librarians

(and possibly scholars) where the existing plinth i$ located

The section drawing dated February 1937 shows this door

changed to a window and that the walled external space changed
to a plinth

The chronology of the building around this time was as follows

• 10 June 1935 • instructions to the Architect approved.

• 1936 • Tenders and Appointments for Various Contractors.

• 17 December 1936 • Roneo appointed contractors for bookstack

shelving

• December 1936 • Construction staried;

• 25 June 1937 - Foundation stone laid by Queen Mary

This piece Of analysis implies that Scott originally intended the

space m front of the Broad Street facade to be a private external

space which takes advantage of the south facing aspect and
which had the potential to be socialised by the users of the library

Archive Phoicgiiiph circa 1946 Note Pavement vwath cn south-east

comer and Parts Road

ufODLElA II "LIBRARY - OXr6RD - BROAD S i
- LDiliC

O13.1* Perspective Ci'ca tV35-36 Note D001 r< west&orner

O3AM-3 q*tract . Apr. IS3ft Occc 2 wall Or s.vro extract - rec«u4ry 1937 Wrdaw and pinfr

WhAMn £>lr AOilkCU
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Arcf-tvo Vnctoijtapo c**c-a ms vww irom StMKSaman Trxtavo .Mf-co

Circa 1935 Approximate outline of the

pro- 1036 buildings (red) and pavement
line (green) with the foot-print o< the New
Bodleian building superimposed over

Circa 1945 S' tv/ Bodleian building at time

of completion with the 'original ©$-buA'

pavement me (green).

Noto Tho externa: space on tho south-east

comer and Parks Road is significantly wider

than existing

2010 The ongmal pavement i nes (green)

have changed to the existing current

pavement layouts (blue).

4.5 Analysis of the Historical Building Footprints

A number of histone buildings on Broad Street and Parks Road,

which belonged to the University, were demolished to make way
for the building of the New Bodleian Library in 1936 Nos. 35 • 47

Broad Street were a row of 1 3 terrace houses dating from the first

half of the seventeenth century On Parks Road, Nos 2-4 were

demolished, along with St Stephen s House and Ripen Hall

The overlay of the New Bodleian building onto the approximate

outime of the demolished buildings shows that the previous building

frontages not onfy aligned with the Blackwell's frontage, but that this

street frontage continued further east towards Holywell Street, and

tne space at the southern end of Parks Road was originally a lot

narrower than it is now

The view down Parks Road from the north would have been very

different pre-1936. as it would not have been possible to see the

Clarendon Building until the junction with Broad Street

Therefore, it would appear that Scott's orthogonal budding design

served not only the functional aspect of efficient book storage, but

also implied that the building was set back from the onginal Parks

Road pavement line, which therefore spatially opened up the

south end of Parks Road and formed a new view of the Clarendon

building

in effect when Scott designed the building, the pavement line on the

east and south-east corner of the building was considerably wider

than it is now. which would have created much more of a spatially

coherent relationship between external space, the Broad Street

entrance door and the Parks Road entrance This goes some way

to explaining the logic as to why the primary entrance was located

on the east side of the buildmg. and the ceremonial entrance on the

south

Miiln.wudulHVC«»»3 iMiiv/r tv » w!
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5.1 Existing Building

The G'ace II Listed New Bodleian building is a large ana complex

structure comprising the following features

1 1 levels of book-stack three of which are underground The
foot- print of the basement book-slack extends beyond the ground
floor building line

1 Each of these book-stack levels have either an 8 ft or a 7 ft 6 in

floor to floor height in order to maximise book storage

All book-stack levels are finked by a bock conveyor system which

runs through the building and links up to several other Central

8odieian buildings via a basement tunnel

Three levels of penmeter accommodation (Ground First and
Second Floors) have taller floor to floor heights to house offices

and reading rooms These are arranged around Six levels Of the

above ground central book-stack

1 A further two levels of book-stack and plant-room accommodation
extend above the perimeter accommodation, and appear as a

book-stack tower m tho centre of the building

From street level the overall composition of building conceals its

significant mass by appearing as a two storey frontage with a
series of set-backs rather like a ziggurat

In the 1 960s an extension (the Indian Institute extension) was
built m front of the south facade of the oogrnal book-stack tower

The DuikJing is one of the earliest and best preserved examples
of the use of aluminium framed windows

Several internal spaces of special heritago interest are noted m
the Listing document including the Parks Road Entrance lobby

East Corridor. 1st floor North Reading Room and adjacent Cata-

logue Gallery, together with the four perimeter stanwells

Ordinal stonework to the external facades of the building consists

of local Biadon and Clipsham stone, the articulation of which is

typ>cal of Oxford buildings contemporary to the New Bodleian

5.2 Existing Building Constraints

Notwithstanding the objectives of the Bodleian $ library strategy,

the New Bodlean Library is in urgent need of upgrading to modern
standards appropriate for one of the largest and most important

depositories ol historical and legal deposit materials in the world

Following several Soott trips to vanous American Archives, both

for the New Bodeian and also previously for Scott's Cambridge
Unwers-ty Library, there is no doubt that the density and integrated

structure and shelving of the book-stack was influenced by

several North Amercan library stacks buitt around that time The
detailed design of the stack itself in both the New Bodleian and at

Cambridge was earned out by Roneo Ltd

The existing 1

1

storey central bock-stacks are a very cense three-

dimensional gnd of steel columns, steel beams and thin concrete

slabs

5.2.1 Fire Safety, Storage and Access

The existing floor slabs co not provide adequate fire separation

between floors, according to the relevant 8ntish Standards
Furthermore the soffits of the steel beams are fully exposed

None of the existing steel columns are fire-protected, and a
significant number of the steels are back-to-back sections with a

continuous open gap between floors, which presents a further risk

of fire and smoke spread between floors

The building has no provision for the suppression of fire, introducing

a fire suppression system into the structure as it currently exists

is not possible, owng to the nature of the low ceiling heights and
integrated structure and shelving

Arcfcv# prvnc-3'A.vi Of SI90I cor.UrvU-cn

In summary the existing building has

No fire protection to any of the existing stack structure

- No means of preventing a fire from spreading

• No effective means of suppressing a fire.

Effectively the existing oondilon is one very large single

compartment, which presents an obvious n$k of fire spread
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BS 5454 2000 Recommendations foe the storage and exhibition

of archival documents, requires ‘The elements of structure of the

repository should he designed to pno/.de 4 hours off/re resistance

against a fire occurnng either inside the repository, m any adjacent

compartment of tne huiXJmg or nearhy •

incremental improvements have been made where possibe

but there is a limit to what can be ach eved without fundamental

redevelopment and changes.

5.2.2

Environmental Control

The New Bodleian was not designed with the infrastructure

necessary for modern climate control archival standards In the

1980s three of the eleven floors were retro-fitted with a climate

control system This plant is unable to provide stable, moderate

conditions and suffers from frequent breakdowns The condition

of the Library's special cc-iections is currently deteriorating

more rapoiy than would be the case if a more reliable, higher

specification system were installed

\Mthm the New Bodleian Library reading rooms, vulnerable

material normally stored within the controlled conditions of the stack

can experience sudden and damaging changes in humidity and

temperature when caned up for consultation The environmental

services plant therefore needs to be oomprehensrvety replaced ana

extended throughout

Furthermore a significant amount of the services plant equipment is

located within stack areas itself, and many common services pass
through stack areas This presents a further risk of fire or flood and

does not meet with current standards

5.2.3

Facilities and Security

The current state of security within the bu ding i$ inadequate for

the required level of control of potential theft or vandalism of the

collections. Insufficient security measures exist both internally and

externally

in most cases this is based on the infrastructure of the original

design for example me control of circulation is difficult due to the

layout of the burling. anc the layout of the histone reading rooms

makes invigtfabon very difficult tco

ExtMrtj plarrt town £«4Tp« ol crarx*<3 Ko'ag«
coniJ.Mns
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5.2.4

Summary

The New 8odleian refurbishment is necessary to provide a

significant, comprehensive upgrading of Library infrastructure,

creating a modern facility for the safe and secure storage of the

Bodleian Special Collections As such the University's i cence

from The National Archives has been extended temporarily, and if

improvements are not made in a timely fashon the University will

lose its right to hold some existing deposited manuscript collections

the privilege of receiving future collections of manusenpts on behalf

of the naton and the grams to support them
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5.3 Translating the Objectives into the Building

The New Bodlean Library was built primarily as a depository for

the ever-expanding requirements of the Bodleian Library Though it

includes some reading rooms and staff faoiites and offices it was
never envisaged as a facility that would be focussed on providing

access for research Accordingly the architecture of the building

though of undoubted quality in terms of matenai detailing, massing
and 1930s storage techniques, is very specifc to its designed

usage as a book store

SpatiaUy the key objectives of Safeguarding the conectons'.

Modernising research facilities and Promoting the collections

for wider understanding are ail mier-related An analysis of this

mutually beneficial relationship m the Libranes' key objectives is

outlined as follows

5 3 1 Stack Quantum

The redeveloped New Bodleian building will store only Special

Collections material, as the Library is m the process of changing its

model of service delivery More high use modem printed mate'll

will be made available m oiher ouiidmgs as direct access for users

and low use printed materials will be stored m the Bodleian Bock
Storage Facility m Swmoon

By relocating the tow-use material to the Book Storage Facility, the

redeveloped New Bodleian budding w i be able to provde new and
improved research and exhibition facilities and improved storage

conditions for Special CoOecbons

it must be noted that although an overall storage reduction .s

proposed the spatial requirements of BS 5454 are more onerous

than the storage conditions in the existing building Therefore

consideration of modern storage techniques, such as mobile

racking, havo been evaluated in order to economise on storage

areas

5.3.2

Special Collections

Currently the Special Collections books are moved from the

various Libraries to the vanous Reading Rooms ano this represents

a possible risk in terms of books getting damaged whilst in transit

To further ensure the safeguarding of the Special Collections

reader access lo these books s proposed to be contained within

Reaong Rooms and Research / Seminar spaces in the New
Bodleian building itself, i e these books will never leave the

buildmg. so the risk of damage whilst in transit is recuced

5.0 Existing Building Analysis

5.3.3

Book Movements

The streamlining of book movements to. from ano within the New
Bodleian, in order to minimise overall fetching' times, is a key factor

in the safeguarding of the collection ar.d Library operations In order

to safeguard the speoai collections from potential damage whilst m
transit, the movement of speoai oollecttons' books within the New
Boc'eian will be by trolley and lift only and will no longer rely on the

1930s book conveyor system

5.3.4

Research and Reading Rooms

The existing building currently accommodates several Reading
Rooms of varying sizes located within the three foors of perimeter

accommodation around the existing central stack, one Reading

Room m the 1960$ south extension on the roof, and no purpose

built Research / Seminar spaces These existing Reading Rooms
are inadequate in terms of reader number requirements, facilities,

secunty invgilation and environmental conditions

Scott's principal Reading Rooms are well sited on the north side

of the buildmg. however, there arc a number of Reading Rooms
which are less than ideally located in terms of natural light and $o<ar

gam Furthermore, the disparate locaton of some of these exist ng

Read ng Rooms throughout the building represents a security nsk

as it is not feasible to monitor the movement of readers within the

building effectively

The cumulative implication of these factors coupled wiih the fact

the speoai coilectons' books wil not leave the building, means
that there is a requirement to increase the number and Size of

adequately sized Reading Rooms and Research : Seminar spaces

Hence the opportunity exists to create centralised areas for both

Reading Room research and also specialist Seminar and Study

research thus improving secunty and at the same time modernising

the libraries research facilities
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5.3.5

Conservation and Curatorial

The exist r>g bu ding accommodates some Conservation facilities

and a number of Curatorial offices The existing Conservation

facies are inadequate m terms of modem Conservation

requirements and are distbuted within several buildings; therefore

both an upgrade and consolation of working areas is proposed

The Curaionai spaces are a product of the number of Curators and
associated office space that serve the speoai collections

OwMir mAiui
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5.3.6

Public Engagement

The only existing exhibiton space within the Bodleian Library

complex is in the Old Bodleian, however this is limited m terms of

space and functionality. There is currently no public or exhibition

space m the New Bodleian The original exhibition room on the

ground floor south wing of the New Bodleian has been used as a

reading room for many years

VWtn the University's aspiration to 'promote lb« collections for wider

understanding
.
the redevelopment and refurbishment of the New

Bodleian represents the opportunity to convert seme of the existing

non-special collection star* space into new puNCy accessible and
exhibition space By opening more of the building to the pubic, the

aim is to enable a wider audience to appreciate the quality of the

collecton

5.3.7

Surveys and Sito investigations

As with an refurbishment works to existing buildings, there

will inevitably be discoveries of several unknowns' during the

deconstruction / cemo'iton phase when could not have been

foreseen Some of these may influence the design proposals

Therefore, a senes of Surveys and Site Investigations have been
undertaken which will continue during detailed design, as and
when library areas become available This w>ti reduce the number
of unknowns as far as possible and mitigate future nsk

5.3.8

Brief Development

The Library's key objectrves were ongmally outlined in a Client

Brief in summary, the Brief reduces the amount of overan stack,

but increases the amount of Research space (inclusive of Reading

Rooms and new Seminar and Study Spaces) and also adds new
public spaces and exhibition spaces

It is recognised that the New Bodleian is an existing building with

very particular and specific constraints In terms of a Library brief,

the Br-.ef is unique in that it amalgamates the requirements of an

academic research library, interdisciplinary research and study

centres and pubic interacton and exhibition

Therefore m try.ng to mediate the existing bjildmg constraints

with the Client Brief a workable Design Brief emerged, from this

the design na$ developed and forms the basis of the Planning and

Listed Buildings Consent Application submission

iy*
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6.0 Description of Design Proposals

6 1 Design Concept

6.2 Broad Street Entrance

6 3 Ground Floor

6 4 Perimeter Accommodation

6.5 Central Upper Stack

6.6 Basement Book Stack Areas
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Existing Gliding Layout -

Tht eKstrgbuldng consists ol 11 stores ol above o*.3 beCwg-Curo
ccwfl access boohstac*. scneurOed v, 3 storeys o’ ao:..* ) >jic
pttr<TO«r acccmrodatco

Existing Fabric Conservator -

The eustrg penmeter accommodate* w*l be conserved *-kJ rehashed
•e co.vjc improved tables for readers arc aeade-rv: fjrovcos is

support modem study ano research practices

Ciialing Structure Remo-red •

The exsing 1 1 storeys o* r*e central part of tre booMUci veil be
removed <ft*n to the lowest basement irrei. n Me with the above
$roand pernne* jcecnvnodaton

Ctoied Access Gooktteck
(SV3M) Purple)

PervrwwrAcoomodaton
(snows Grey)

Heritage Areas dev.hed almost sgr«fcant

(show*> Blue)

Per«reter Aoccrrecatipn

(Shown Crean)

External Fabric

(shown Dark Green)

CMW Booxstac*

(sftown Pitk)

fcxatrg Floor & Wal Stiuluro

(shewn Ratf)

IV»i/i ireAirawS Eye Arc*
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Proposed Scrtcrr* -

In# te/korre epers up the grou’d *cc< Vj pubic *•«*. cr«ul<>v a rw* foAtrvg

upper tuc*. a*>3 j>yac< t ex«tng xcpnro&iby)

• Ccted Accost &»uuc«
(»howr>

• Penreter Acccmcaar.cc

(*hov*i Sue)

• Enlw<« Hjrt. P\X<»C «rd ExfiOtwn */ca*
(iho*o VekNv)

• New Upper SUCi F*c4oe»
(sr»o*/i% Cree'ii

6.1 Design Concept Summary

The project will acOress the major prooiems with the ouiiomg $

infrastructure, modernising its facilities without compromising the

histone character of the building

In urban design terms the key architectural aims of the New
Bodleian project are to relate the bui’dmg more closely into its

immediate context, and to create an improved clanty and logo to

the perception of. and approach to. the butting.

Internally the original form of Scott's building follows the typology of

the Oxford quadrangle (albeit that the central quad is fu:y occupod
by books) Scott's onginal design has been reviewed carefufy both

from site inspections and from the records available Our analysis

leads us to conclude that Scon's quad should be opened up to

provide publicly accessible space and controlled daylight into the

hear, of the building, whilst maintaining the quadrangle character

and form that is vital to the architectural legibility of the building

It is therefore proposed tnat the existing 11 storeys of the central

part of the book-stack win be removed, and a new central basement
stack entrance hall and high level central stack will be constructed

in its place

The University's intention of opening up the building to promote

the collections provides other opportunities for improvements to

the eastern end of Broad Street, in particular the setting for the

Clarendon Building and the Sheldontan Theatre at street level. On
the south facade of the building on 8road Street it «s proposed to

remove the existing windows and panels between the p asters to

create a new entrance colonnade, and to remove the existing plinth

and replace it wilh steps and an integrated ramp

The opening up of the south facade will extend the sense of public

reaim into the new ground floor entrance hall, under what will

appear to be a central floating stack, a reinterpretation of Scott's

ongmai stack From here scholars and visitors will be able to

orientate themse.ves towards exhibit ons or readings rooms Tnis

win establish a new relationship between the New Bodleian and
Broad Street

The quantum of books m the building will be reduced to allow

for new and improved research and exhibition facilities The
architecture of the building win be opened up. both conceptually and
physically, allowing the purpose and function of the research library

to be more transparent

New east and west vertical access cores will support this cenlral

and upper stack, which will accommodate an open access book

gallery, book-stacks, working areas for staff, a visiting scholars

centre and reading room Once the upper stack is constructed it

University of Oxford

New Bodleian Library Project

is intended that the original Scott south stack wall will be rebuilt m
its current hidden location to form the south side of a new reading

room withm the original upper stack tower. This read ng room will

afford wonderful southerly views of the oty

The perimeter accommodation on ground, first and second

floors will be refurbished, conserved and upgraded throughout to

modern library standards, paying special attention to conservation

pnncipies and the heritage features within these spaces to

provide new exhibition galleries, refurbished and restored heritage

reading rooms, additional academic seminar i research facilities

and improved staff working areas for conservation and curatorial

activities

Significant modifications will be earned out to the basement book-

stack areas to create subdivided and smaller compartments to

provide the necessary fire protected and environmentally sound

storage condibons The new cores will be part of the rebuilt central

basement book stack The book stacks m the penmeter of the

basement which cannot be reconstructed as per the central stack,

will have fire protection added to the existing columns and trie

shelving replaced in add lion to new environmental services

The existing building is in one of the most historically sensitive

parts of the city, part of a senes of buildings forming one of the

most memorable uroan set pieces in me United Kingdom The
transformation of the New Bodleian into an exciting and dynamic

resource for the university ana the wider public win serve to

integrate the building into the Bodleian complex and encourage

wider access and engagement

bar, coiccp: it.orci-
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6.2

Broad Street Entrance

6.2.1 Steps and Inclinod Approach

On me south side of the budding on Broad Street, it is proposed that

the existing plinth is removed, and replaced with a diagonal inclined

approach which is integrated with stepped access This will provide

an uncluttered and fully inclusive access to the new ground Poor

colonnade and entrance doors

The desgn is dictated by the location of the site boundary line,

the slope of the existing pavement levels and Ihe change m heght

between pavement and ground floor level

At the east end it is proposed the steps curve to interface with the

existing curved corner of the building, similar to me ongmal curved

steps around me building and across the street The existing

perimeter base moulding will be slopped at the point where the

straight section of the baso changes to a curve

New natural stone floor finishes are proposed to these steps and

the inclined approach - it is proposed that this stone is similar lo the

Brown Yorkshire Stone’ • as noted on the original Scott drawings for

all external horizontal stone surfaces

It is also proposed that the histone building line of Ihe demolished
buildings on Broad Street and Parks Road is denoted in the

external floor finishes, as a memory of the pre-1946 history of the

site

6.2.2

Forming tho Colonnade and Entrance

It is proposed to remove the south facade windows and spandrel

panels between existing pilasters down to ground floor level to

create the new south colonnade

A section of the new ground floor slab on the south side, whch
is currently internal, win become part of the south colonnade

and semi-exposed, and will therefore require waterproofing and
insulation

It is proposed that existing floor up-stand beams are cut to the

necessary level, when the spandrel panels are removed and the

remaining structure is adapted locally

On me ground floor south wing it is proposed that me sections of

wan between structural columns in the existing corridor walls w.ll

be removed to create the transitional space of two rows of existing

columns between the glazed entrance arcade and me central hail

6.2 Broad Street Entrance

6.2.3

Columns and Glazed Screen

Once the existing windows and spandrel panels between piasters

are removed. It is proposed that me existing pilasters are modified

lo form a senes of new columns which create the colonnade The

south front of the columns retain the existing Clipsham ashlar

stone profile of the piasters, and the rear north side of the columns

will be adapted to ensure that the now columns are as slender as

possible to create an open oblique view into the colonnade Stone

masonry will be required to the mouldings of me capitals and bases

A new recess detail on the two east and west sides of the column is

proposed to create a satisfactory juncture with the base and capital

moulding. These wil be dressed in matching Clipsham stone to the

back of the existing structure

East and west internal eievatons of the ooloo.nace will be dressed

»n new Clipsham stone to match the existing

A new glazed entrance screen with bronzed recess perimeter

framing will be inserted on the inward side of the colonnade to form

the external envelope wan It is envisaged that this glazed screen

will have a high level of transparency between inside and outsde.

•when will aisow activity in the ground floor entrance hail to be seen

from the street

6.2.4 Security Gates

For security reasons it is proposed that a senes of wrought iron

P fp'dmg gates are installed so that the colonnade can be closed at

night The colonnade win be open for most of the day and evening,

in accordance with library opening hours

It is proposed that the secunty gates are low maintenance, top

hung, and operato like concertina doors which can be retracted

behind the columns during opening hours Architecturally these

gates relate to the materiality of me railings and gates around the

C'arendon and Sheidonian the module and proportion of me New
Boc eian itself and other gates in the building - strong vertically with

a dense base, a more open mid section with a series of extended

verticals to the top In essence the look and feel of these gates

should be as if they had always been intended

6.2.5 Lighting

As the colonnade is me first part of the bui'dmg encountered by

visitors, the lighting seeks to emphasise how the budding should be

entered and to give the architecture the correct prominence in the

street scene A contro: ed quantum of light will be allowed to flow

out Of the budding to show me entrances, whilst uplighting to the

oolumns and upper storeys show the build ng architecture to its best

at night

Onjrul Pilaster Jrj.s.ij Hroposoc Odumn tlosai
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it is proposed to have conceaieo high-level lighting integrated with

the downstand beams to create a base level of lighting within the

space, whilst column mounted down! ghts will illuminate the spaces

between the gates, thus reducing the*r visual impact The columns

will be highlighted by recessed up ghts mounted in the paving at

the column bases.

6.2.6

External Banners

It is proposed that discrete infrastructure will be built into the

design, to facilitate the display of temporary banners to advertise

the exhibitions happening within the Library A combination of

temporary banners, either hung from the facade or cantilevered

from the external paving, in conjunction with manifestation on the

glazed screens in the arcade are proposed These displays will no:

oe permanent fixtures, and w»ii appear deliberated temporary in

nature

6.2.7

Works to South West Corner Annexe

it is intended to extend the sobd / void opening up of the facade to

the existing south west corner annexe which will become the shop

The existing windows and spandrel panels are proposed to be

removed Stone masonry detailing will be required to the mouldings

of the capitals and base to return to the line of the new glazing The

backs of the existing external pilasters are to be dressed mternaiiy

in matching Clipsham stone to the back of the exsting structure and

full height recessed glazing inserted where the existing windows m
the south-west corner annexe are currently located

6.2.8

Widor Strcotscapc Issuos

It should be noted that the proposals are independent of The Broad

Street Plan
.
but sd alongside and work with it The roadway and

pavements around the New Bodleian are outside of the Libraries

influence, and under the control of Oxfordshire County Courtoi

The County and City Council are stakeholders to the Broad Street

Plan and it is our understanding that the County are reviewing the

crossroads at the south east comer
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6.2.9

Justification for Alterations

Architectural Justification

The existing building and specifically the south facade have always

struggled with a lack of identity The heaviness, uniformity and

obscured nature of the south facade and the barrier formed by the

existing raised plinth do not contribute positively to the east end of

Broad Street

The removal of the existing plinth and opening up the building

facade denotes the re-orientation of the buildings’ new entrance,

provides a spat ai connection with the historical central Bodleian

buildings, and gives an improved setting to the east end of Broad

Street

The transformation of the south facade will give meaning and

purpose to this facade, and socialises the building with Broad

Street The steps and ramp improve the public realm withm this

area in their own right, and also facilitate a widenirvg of the available

pavement, which has wider public realm benefits

The original 8road Street entrance, or King George VI door as it

has become known, though unused will still spatially draw people

northwards through the axial route withm the other Bodleian

buildings to the point where one reaches the Clarendon steps,

from where the view opens up and the new entrance of the New
Bodleian will announce itself on the far side of the Broad

In pure architectural terms the creation of the colonnade creates a

much lighter and improved elovational proportion to this s do of the

building

Cultural Justification

The opening up of the south facade and extending a managed

pubi-c realm into the bu-kJing <$ of key importance withm the context

of the relationship between the New Bod.eian and Broad Street,

and on a wider scale between the University and the City

The buildmg will be opened up. both conceptually and physically,

allowing the purpose and function of the research library to be more

transparent
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6.3 Ground Floor

6.3.1 Entrance Hall - Form and Layout

The mam entrance wi\ be through a new glazed arcade, the only

significant intervention to the existing bu.'dmg facing the street at

ground level The new arcade increases the permeability of the

building from Broad Street and enables the pub« realm to extend

through the colonnade and mto a new ground floor entrance hall, or

court

The ongmai form of the but 'ding follows the Oxford quadrangle

typodgy - a central stack or quad . occupied by books surrounded

by a perimeter corridor m turn surrounded by perimeter

accommodation It is proposed to open this quad' up to function

as a central entrance nail, but to maintain its square within square

form, which is important to the legibility of the budding

The ground floor entrance hall space will be formed by the removal

of the ongmai central stack. Spatially the entrance hall will be
defined on each side by the three storey walls of the east, west and
south perimeter corridors, and the north wall and slot windows ot

tne ordinal upper stack tower New east and west concrete cores

will rise up through the entrance hall to support a new central stack

The west (staff.'book moving) core will be constructed to abutt up
against the west perimeter wan. whilst the east (reader access)

core is spaced off the east perimeter wall to create a continous

void between core wan and perimeter wait This vod i$ bridged

by a senes of fire resistant glazed link badges which provide

secure access from ground, first, and second floor perimeter

aocommodation into the east core

The central stack is a three storey concrete structure with inclined

-walls, clad 'with an acoustic timber lining The volume of the stack

ts positioned centrally within the hall, so as to create a continuous

void between the stack and the perimeter walls, interrupted only by
the east and west cores On the north, west and east sides this is

a tan narrow vod. whilst on the south side this void is very deep
The column free clear span of the new central stack will create the

perception of a floating stack

The central stack south wall windows and the roof-lights within

the ceiling of the entrance hall are both expressed as a senes of

narrow glazed recesses in a similar manner to that of the original

Scott narrow windows of the upper stack tower The roof lights will

provide controlled and filtered daylight into the entrance har.

On the south side of the entrance hall above the ground floor, a
single storey gallery bridges over the deep vod from the central

Slack to the south wing creating an eevated gallery of books - a
quadrangle withm a quadrangle .

which echoes the galleries in

the Se’den and Arts Ends of Duke Humfrey $ Library From the

6.3 Ground Floor

ground fleer the visitor will be able to appreciate the workings of the

academic research library It is also proposed that a feature soffit,

under the central stack and enclosed by the glazed book gallery,

will depet typography text, words and mages from the Bod eian

collections (as a poss-bie artwork)

To the north of the entrance hall there is a tail, narrow, top-fit

void between the central stack and the ongmai north wan and
Slot windows At first foor level two new glazed link bridges will

span across th.$ void to provide staff and reader access into the

central stack and open access book gallery The limber cladding

of the north side of the central stack -will be articulated by several

punctured, glazed slots where staff and reader activity occurs within

the stack

Around the penmeter wans of this new central space, a number of

high level openings are proposed which correspond with existing

perimeter corridors on first and second floors These perimeter

openings are articulated as a senes of slots and projecting bays
Of Stone or glass which respond to their comdor location and their

aspect mto the central hall Some of these openings are newly

formed, whilst others incorporate the reuse of easting stack doer
openings

These articulated openings are contemporary interpretations

of the oriel window' model, in some cases with an integrated

reading seat located within both reader and staff circuiaton areas

providing specifically orientated views into the central hall. One of

the functions ot tnese openings is to create a senes of spaces to

support ad-hoc social interaction within circulation routes of the

library

Lighting

Lighting to the link bridges and open access galleries will allow

these spaces to be seen from the ground floor Lighting withm

the open access link bridges will bounce light from the shelves

to illuminate the bridges from within, so that the books are

dearly visible, whereas people moving around them will become
silhouettes agamst the volumes.

Around the perimeter wan lighting will illuminate the large open
ptanes of the internal walls This will reflect light back down onto the

ground floor, wtme making the vertical surfaces attracts© elements

in their own nght The fixtures will be recessed into the opposite

walls to reduce their visual impact -when seen from below

The rooflghts over the entrance hall will be picked out by a hidden

lighting detail tnai will emphasise these at n ght
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6.3.2 North wing - Form and Layout

On existing Levels G and H (ground floor) the exiting book stack

structure extends northwards beyond the Ime of the upper stack

north wall to the ground floor north corridor. This portion of the

stack is directly under the first floor Reading Room 1 (formerly

the original Catalogue Room), it is proposed to provide additional

structure and strengthening under Reading Room 1 to remove this

portion of the stack structure, to add a new concrete ground floor

and to add a new wan in ime with the north wall of the upper stack

it i$ also proposed to remove several sections of wan between

columns in the existing ground floor north corridor, and the

partition walls which subdivide rooms within the north range of

accommodation (existing rooms 126. 127, 128 129 and 131)

The above alterations to the ground floor fabric create a suite of

exhibition and seminar rooms directly accessible from the central

entrance hall

Exhibitions

An Exhibition Gallery is proposed in the west side of the north wing

The removal of the west portion of the north corridor creates a room
with suitable proportions to accommodate a number of exhibition

layouts

The Boc'cian Treasures Gallery will be located within the east side,

withm the imear space defined by the north corridor and the north

wail of the central hall The two exhibition rooms will include the

following features

• Floors • A timber floor finish with recessed power •' data floor

boxes

• Cen ngs A ceding height similar to that of the existing north

corridor, which win be fully accessible and demountable with an

integrated recessed fighting track

• Air conditioning - These exhibition rooms wtfl be air conditioned for

temperature and humidity control to ensure BS 6454 compliance

• VUills - The wall substrate to exhibition areas will be both new-

build and existing, and will provide the necessary fire protection

On the exhibition side of these walls there will be a fit-out zone
which will include provision for power and data connection,

carcass framing to fix graphic panels, or display cabinets

• Doors - The height and width of door openings into the central hall

will be maximised to enable manoeuvring of exhibition objects

6.3 Ground Floor

The Exhibition Preparation area will be located close to the two

galleries m the north west comer of the ground floor

In terms of security and fire protection, the exhibition rooms and

preparation area will be ther own individual fire compartments
They win have detecton and alarm systems, a water mist fire

suppression system. CCTV cameras and staffed Security

mvigiiation The temporary exhibition room and preparation

area both have external ground floor windows These windows
will require fire / security shutters built into the ceiling above the

windows

The two exhibition galleries are other s de of an open route through

from the central hall to the Blackwell's room and Seminar suite

Sominar Suite

The Seminar su-te will be located m the north east corner of the

north wing (currently existing rooms 131, 132 and part 129) This

location provides access from either the central hall or the east

wing

It is proposed that three sections of infill wall between columns

are removed from the existing north corridor, and replaced with

movable glazed partitions The seminar suite itself will also nave a

movable solid partition wan to subdivide the space, and retractable

bleacher seating

These movab’e partitions retain the legibility of the north corridor,

and provide the flexibility to treat the seminar suite as either a smgio

auditorium space with an open corridor, or Two group study spaces

and COrndOr

This ground floor semnar suite will have acoustic finishes to the

ceiling bulkheads, partition walls and furniture

lluura!->c vca oI Eanotoi
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6.3.3 West wing - Form and Layout

The existing west wing is principally a service wing, accommodating

(from south to north) a staff canteen, kitchen staff entrance staff

to lets. faotiies management, loading bay and book bindery

It is proposed that the west wing remains principally a service wing,

but the layout of the partiton walls are re-arranged to address the

revised functions of the building it is proposed tnat the reconfigured

west wing will provide (from south to north) a shop, staff entrance

and locker room pubic toilets, kitchen, loading bay. facilities

management and an exhibition preparation area

New openings within the west wan of the central hall will be formed

by removing sections of infill wall between columns, which will

provide connectivity between tne central hail and the west wing,

whilst retaining the legality of the original penmeter corndor

The original timber floor m the west corridor will be refurbished, and

several new doors will be added to this corridor for fire and security

reasons. It is also proposed to modify and increase the size of

the ongmai aluminium doors to provide access for large exh bition

objects

The proposed location for the Bodican bibliography shop is

»n the south west corner annexe The shop will have a glazed

frontage onto Broad Street, which in tiates the redefined sold void

relationship of the south facade This corner will have an entrance

off Broad Street for shop access which is in the same locaton as

Scott ongmaiiy mtenced mere to be a doer

The proposed cafe in the central hall and a staff readers' cafe

m the east wing, will both be served by a new kitchen in the west

wing, adjacent to tne loading bay but with its own independent

access For events m the central han. the kitchen will act as a

support space, and as a conduit for catering company access via

the loading bay

Security

The public and private functions that wib take place withm the

refurbished New Bodleian Library impty thal access arrangements

need to be carefully considered to avod overlaps which oouid

compromise security A suite of secunty access zones has been

developed, which range from pubic accessible areas tnrough to the

varying staff grade levels

»Vl»r..T t
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6.3.4 Justification for Domolitions and Altorations

Removal of tho Existing Central Stack and Creating the

Ground Floor Entranco Hall and Now Stack

There are a number of compelling reasons which justify the removal

of the existing central stack and creating the open ground floor

entrance hall within the New Bodleian. The reasons fail into several

categones. which are described below

Architectural and Functional Justifications

• The book-stack imposes severe spatial and environmental

constraints, and a significant fire nsk. Therefore, it is proposed

th8i the 11 storeys of the existing central bock stack arc removed
and replaced, to create improved spaces for both storing books,

academic research and exh.bitons - thus addressing the key

objectives

• In order to retain the plan diagram of square within square' and

to work within the form of the original building it is necessary to

remove the the whole of the central stack, rather than 'cut and
carve' from the existing stack

If one deviates from this proposed strategy, then the 8odleian is left

w.lh (i) the existing constraints of the stack whether in part or whole

(ti) only minor mitigation of the fire risk is possible at the expense of

book quantum and (lii) no new research or exhibition facilities can

be accommodated

• The original form of Soon's building follows the typology of the

Oxford quadrangle, albeit that the central zone was fully occupied

by books Architecturally we have sought to open this space up.

but to maintain its quadrangle character and form, as this is vital

to the architectural legibility of the Duilc ng as an organizational

diagram

• Being central within a deep plan there is limited access to dayight

for non-storage uses The opening out of space at this level and

above brings daylight into the building

6.3 Ground Floor

The new Entrance Hall will serve a number of key functions which

we consider outweigh their physical impact on the listed fabric.

• As an entrance foyer ano a central hub from where staff scholars

and the pubic access the building

• The entrance hall space will be available for events and fer

extended exhibitions as wen as for cafe and social use
Temporary enclosures oould be erected when necessary to

provide finer control of environment or light levels for exhibiting

sensitive material

• Wiih a multi-tier secunty strategy the ground floor space allows the

activities relating to events, exhibitions and seminars to take place

ail within the relatively tow' secunty level without penetrating

reader or stack areas

• Promoting Collections - Detail about the content and function

of the library will be provided by the use of the central space for

exhibitions containing non Ight sensitive material, whilst a suite of

black box exhibtion rooms, where light can be total* controlled,

are proposed off tnis central space for display of sensitive

materials

• Flexibility A key aspect of the ground floor ano its pubfcdy

accessible spaces are that these should be flexible for varying

types of scenarios at different times of the year Management
procedures will be m place to avod prevent possible over

crowding during peak summer

Typical* the central hail provides access to exhibition suite, cafe

shop, central space readers' east wing and library seminars

However, the Boolean would like the central hall space to also

have the flexibility to accommodate major tempo'ary exhibitions,

auditorium use dunng the conference season ano sit down /

standing events

University of Oxford
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Cultural Justification

The new Entrance Hail also provdes a new cultural identiy anc
focus to the Library, by the following means

• Providing instant identity and recognition that this is a research

library, through visual connections with the books in the gallery

• Broadening access to and interpretation of the collections, via the

Exhibition and Seminar rooms

• Accommodating pubic events such as poetry readings and

concerts, and promoting social and intellectual interacton

• By being welcoming and deep in plan. it is intended to promote the

feeling of accessibility

• Idenbty - From the ground floor the visitor will be able to

appreoate the inner workings of an academic research library -

scholars accessing reference books and staff distributing matenal

from tho central reserve

This new publicly accessible space is intended to highlight the

cultural importance of the co ection to wider society, in addition

of course to academic users The new contguraton of the horary

provdes an opportunity to create a forum for events readings

exhibitions etc. thereby strengthening the relationship with the

oollections Whilst exhibitions and seminar spaces are to the

periphery, it is the object of the stack itself above the 'column-free'

ground floor space that we envisage as the focus of the space

Porimotor Aroas - Justification for Altorations

The removal of infill partitions and sections of corridor walls are

needed for a number of reasons explained within the description of

these areas and justify themselves functionally

it should be noted that on* the functional corridors on the north,

west and south sides of the building are to have significant

alterations The east corridor will only have minor alterabons

Architecturally the plan diagram and legibility of the original building

remains intact as the opening up of sections of the perimeter wans
on ground floor almost creates its own cloister' around the ground

floor entrance hall quad'
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6.3.5 Parks Road Entrance Hall, East Corridor and Broad
Stroot Vestibule

The original Parks Road entrance hall, east corridor, and Broad

Street vestibule form one of the key hentage spaces within the

building It is proposed that this area will be refurbshed and

conserved to meet modern library access standards and functions

for the Admissions and Security processes

The ground ttoor cast Wing IS distinguished by the high quality

of finishes throughout The Taynton stone block veneer is used

throughout as a material for all vertical surfaces, such as wails,

carved cornices, classical mouldings, friezes, door surrounds and

counters

[

Refurbishment and Modifications

To facilitate the proposed reuse oi these spaces a number of

modifications to the existing spaces are required These are

described as foBowt

Special protection of existing stonework finishes

• Removal of the following non-onginal features • the glazed fire

doors to north east stair 1 . the security gates and screens in the

entrance lobby, the two partitions adjacent to the Broad Street

vestibule and King George VI door, the automatic sliding door

- Removal and salvage of the ordinal Umber door leaf to the

proposed staff / reader cafe, to be replaced with a framed fixed

glass panel

• The existing lime piaster felt float finish' suspended ceiling will

be removed as part of the asbestos and services stop out New
services and a new ceiling with rough plaster finish, sympathetc to

the original finish, wo be installed

• It is proposed that the new ceiLng will be at a slightly higher level

to that of the existing to facilitate a consistent cove lighting detai

running along the length of the corridor, creating a glow between

the wail and ceiling

• Forming a new opening m the existing wan (between existing

rooms 104 and 1C6) opposite the Broad Street vestibule opening,

for Admissions waiting and interviews

• Removal and salvage of the original timber door leaf to the

exist ng stack

Form three new openings within the east corridor wall with

associated new stone reveal and architraves The two southern

openings are proposed as fixed glazed panels onty, the third

northern opening will De a glazed door The fixed panels and

the doors will be of timber framed glass panels, with proportions

Similar to the original dcors at the north and south ends of the

corrdor The new openings will be emphasised by lighting the

recesses to p>ck out the rhythm of the openings along the oorndor.

The new and existing openings within the east oorndor wall, will

have new deep stone reveals to the fun depth of the wan. and new
architraves on the west sde of the wall

The widening the two dcors (currently 660mm clear opening)

either side of the existing Parks Road door

Insertion of two new wooden chandelier pendant lighting m the

Lobby (to match original light fittings)

insertion of two new fire shutters within the corridor eilher-side of

the Entrance Lobby The fire shutters will be discretely concealed

within the new ceiling, and a vertical cut into the stone will

accommodate a recessed track as a guide for the shutters

Now glazed tow level security screens and turnstiles will be

installed

Removal of the non-original be ge linoleum ftoonng Re-

instatement of a patterned rubber flooring as per the original (as

per that on the second floor north corridor)

New bespoke seating will be integrated into the refurbished Bread

Street vestibule
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Conservation of Taynton Stone

Tne ongmai stone veneer will require cleaning with a water based

cleaning solution Many areas of the stone veneer are chipped or

cracked most of these should be left unrepaired and only cleaned

For the major chips and cracks, repairs or replacement should be

made, wherever possible, utilising salvaged stone to ensure the

best possible match

The ongmai stone veneer should be checked for integrity, following

a site investigation m a discreet area to confirm the existing method

of fixing (believed to be plaster dabs and wired fixings) The

remaining stone should be checked for adhesion and fixing and

remedial work and repairs undertaken as required

Salvaged Taynton stone from other areas of deconstructon within

the scheme ‘will bo used for the necessary repairs and proposed

modifications m the east corridor Some details will require thicker

store than the existing stone tiles and therefore a similar stone

to match the existing will be sourced The original Taynton stone

quarry is now closed

6.3.6 Staff / Reader Caf6

The staff / reader cate will be located m the north cast rooms of the

east wing

The entrance door to this space will be on the south side, off of the

existing Parks Road entrance lobby Access to the staff / reader

cate will be on the non-secure side of the secunty turnstiles, which

prevent the risk of food or dnnk being transported upstairs It is

therefore necessary to increase the width of the exist'ng 660mm
door for accessibility compliance
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6.3.7 Justification for Alterations

Architectural Justification

The existmg east corndcr suffers from a lack of daylight and $
poorly lit by artificial lighting an exacerbated by later alterations

The modifications described above wmi improve the quality of space

and light within this area, as the ongmai layout will be reinstated

and daylight will penetrate from ongmai windows at each end of the

corridor Furthermore the proposed new openings within the east

corridor will provide borrowed light from the central hail

The three new openings win also allow a degree of connectivity

between the public central space and the private reader access

east wing The new glared door to the north •$ for readers who

already have a reader's ticket New readers who are required to

go through the admissions process will access the east wing via

the original doors in the south east comer Ail doors will be access

controlled

Functional Justification

The proposed modifcabons enable the east wing to operate as per

the following Admissions and Security process The first time reader

will gam access into the east corridor through the south-east door

to the corner space adjacent to the vestibule and theAdmissons

wailing area and staffed admissions interview desks

The regular reader wiii enter via the most northerly of the new

openings

Readers then proceed to deposit their bags / coats at the staffed

cloakroom The reader's card provides access control for the reader

to pass through secunty turnstiles in the Parks Road lobby From

this point the reader proceeds via me new east core or the existing

north-east stair up to the first floor.
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6.4 Perimeter Accommodation

6.4.1 First Floor East wing

General Enquiries

At the first floor east wing, the reader will arrive at the General

Enquiries and Readers' Lounge area

It is proposed that the enquiries area is formed by the removal of

five sections of the existing infill partition wan of the east corridor

The sections of wan to be removed are on axis with the centre

(me of the projecting facade of the east w.ng where room 219 the

former map reading room, is located

Four columns currently hidden within the wall will be revealed,

and the lower section of these columns will be clad with reclaimed

Taynton stone up to dado level, to match the original and adjacent

corridor walls

There are currently three door openings into the stack on the west

wall of the existing corridor It is proposed that the central opening

is widened to become the new entrance from the east core Several

additional new openings are proposed which will have specifically

orientated views mto tho central hall, and will become places to

read and to support ad-hoc social interaction

The north - south circulation of the original corridor will be retained

The office partiion at the south end of the oornoor will be removed

and the original window will provide daylight into this corridor

A new ceiling win be installed above the circulation route at a smuar

level to the existing ceiling The general enquires open space has a

soffit higher than that of the Comdex, and it is proposed that acoustic

ceiling panels will be inset between the existing beams

The solid partition walls which currently divide room 219 from rooms

218 and 222 will be removed and replaced with glazed partitions

which align with the projecting facade of the east wing These

denote the boundary between the open plan enquiries space, and

Semmar / meeting rooms

Seminar Suites

Two new Seminar rooms will be accessed from eriher end of the

open oorndor it will be necessary to widen exist ng door openings

mto these rooms The positions of the cross wan partitions will be

amended to create two rooms of a size to accommodate seminars

for circa 1 8*25 people

Seminar rooms will have new built-in penmeter furniture, the air

conditioning to these seminar rooms will be incorporated into this

fixed furniture Acoustic ceiling panels will be inset between ex*stmg

beams to retain the continuity of the east wing soffit

Two new smaller meeting rooms will also be accessible directly off

the general enquiries space Either side of the enquiries area, the

glazed partitions win be double glazed panels to ensure acoustic

control between spaces, whilst retaining a visual connection with

the enquiries foyer area

6.4.2 Justification for Alterations

Architectural Justification

The modifications described will create an architecturally coherent

relationship and spatial hierarchy between tne circulation route and

the open space off it which will become the general enquiries area

This direcUy corresponds with the original penmeter corridor and its

axial relationship with room 219. therefore the architectural legib 'ity

will remain intact.

Room 219 no longer serves its original function as the map
reading room. This room is currently used as a project room for the

digitisation programme of the John Johnson Collection

Functional Justification

The proposed alterations will form an open and legible space for

readers, and provide an enquires area which will be (i) the first

pemt of can for an academic query, (ii) an information gathenng

pant pror to consulting the collections. (i»0 a gathering space prior

to attending a Seminar or meeting, and (iv) for less intensive work

than that carried out in a reading room

The enqumes desk is proposed on the north side of the open

space so as to be c'oser to the north east Stair i and visible from

the east core entrance Within the general enquires there will

be tables for meetings hot-desks. OPAC terminals, soft seating,

reference shelves, break-out and meeting areas, lockers for short-

term storage, photocopy l printing facilities, and an induction area

The fust floor Seminar suites wia enable the Library to improve

its research facilities The Seminar rooms wii will have the

infrastructure to support display / consultation of special collections

matenai. These rooms oouid also be used for show and tell' of

special collections matenai with various groups as necessary The

two smau meeting rooms will be accessed from the southern end of

the foyer These win be used for ad-hoc meetings with and between

readers
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6.4.3

First Floor South wing

Digital Media Centre

In the south range of the fust Poor it >s proposed that the partition

wan between rooms 202 and 203 is removed and this will become

the Digital Media Centre

This room will be a* conditioned, and it is possible to conceal the

service units within the adjacent corridor ceiling so that only a

senes of gniles within the apertures of the existing fan-light windows

will be visible, it is proposed that solar control film will be installed

onto the existing windows to control solar gam. samples of the film

will be reviewed to ensure this does not impact on the appearance

of the glass on Broad Street Blinds will be installed to control glare

Rooms 205 and 206

Rooms 205 and 206 are the most originally complete and intact

perimeter office rooms' within the but 'ding The ongmal cork floor

tiles are sWl intact, and it is proposed tnese will be repaired ar.d or

replaced with matching cork tiles to suit

The original four cut glass pendant light fixtures will be refurbished

and reinstalled The treatment of the services upgrade and

plastered walls and soffits, should be as per the areas described

above

6.4.4

First Floor West wing

Bodley's Librarian s office will occupy the existing staff common
rcom wh-ch will include modifications to partitions services upgrade

and repairs to the existing balcony The works to the Curatorial

office accommodation involve redistributing partition wans ar.d

services upgrade Several new oriel window openings will be

formed within the west corridor wall, similar to those descnfced in

the entrance hall and first floor east wing A new suite of staff toilets

will be located m the south west corner

6.4.5

Second Floor Porimotcr Accommodation

The second floor will primarily be upgraded staff offices and

workshops for the Curatorial department and Conservation and

Collections Care department

North half • Conservation will occupy the northern half of the

second floor, pnmaniy so they can benefit from the north light. The

existing floor level of the north wing is higher than the floor level Of

the rest of the second floor It is our understanding that the reason

for this change m level is to accommodate a taller ceimg height in

the reading room below, and the Sightly greater span of this floor

For these reasons, and following analysis of the original drawings

and s>te investigations we believe that the internal north corridor

wall is non-structural

On this second Poor north wing. it is proposed to remove the north

wall of the existing corridor so that this wing can become open plan

conservation workshops to suit modern conservator techniques and

flexible work flow patterns

As this is a workshop it is proposed that new non-slip linoleum i$

laid onto the floor However, tne existing comdor floor m this area

has the onfy remaining section of original patterned linoleum It is

proposed to retain and repair this original linoleum flooring and

integrate It Within the new non-slip linoleum in the workshops.

However, further technical studies are required dunng detailed

design to prove this is technically possible

Tne existing blocked up roof-lights in this area will be reinstated

and refurbished, and several new roof-lights will be formed within

this workshop In general the services upgrades will be as per that

described in sector 8 0. however, some of the equipment in these

workshops, such as fume cupboards, will require a higher level of

servicing and coordination

South half • The south side of the second floor involves minor

redistributing of partition v/alls and services upgrace Several new
onei window openings will be formed within the south, west and

east corridor 'walls. A new suite of staff to«iets will be located in the

south west corner above the ground floor pubic toilets A new staff

common room will occupy the south west corner annexe room

A mixture of Curatorial offee accommodation including cellular

offices for section heads, open p-’an offices for book processing and

project rooms for manuscript processing are distributed among the

second floor south vwng and corresponding south halves of the

west and east wings Of perimeter accommodation Both Curatorial

and Conservation share secure stack space m the central stack

4t
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6.4.6 First Floor Reading Room 1

(former PPE Catalogue Room)

Form and Layout

Originally the reader entered the former PPE Commonwealth

Reacmg Rcom (Reading Room 2) via the east bronze screen

entrarvoe m the former Catalogue Room (proposed Reading Room
1), consulted the reference catalogues requested their books, and

then went through to the PPE Reading Room (RR2) where the

books they requested would be delrvered to them It is proposed

that this original Scott-designed entrance sequence is reinstated,

and access to both Reading Rooms i and 2 wui be through the

bronze screen at the east end of Reading Room 1

At both ends of th»s room the reinstatement of these screens will

include the removal of the ncn-onginai partitions, the refurbishment

of the Tayton stone square columns, carved cornce and perimeter

frieze, and the refurbishment of the ornate bronze screens

G'azed screens and doors will be installed to form new lobbies at

e ther end of this room, in line with the adjacent oomdors At the

cast end the glazed screen will enclose an invigilated security lobby

which will also act as an acoustic buffer from the general enqumes
area At the west end of Reading Room 1 the non o*ginal partition

wall will be removed and a new glazed screen wiu be added west

of the stone column and bronze screen to form a new Consultation

room

The orginal roof-light (’which has subsequently been blocked

off. presumably because of leakages) is composed of an upper

and tower double skin of glass These original roof- lights will be

opened up The upper section of the existing roof-light will be newly

constructed to create the necessary waterproof upstand detail with

a glass specification which will provide an even and natural diffused

daylight into the room It is proposed that the metal framing to the

lower section of roof-light is refurbished, but that the central secton

is left open

It is proposed that the central door into the stack on the south

side of Reading Room i will be widened to match the width of the

existing opening between Reading Rooms 1 and 2. providing a

more generous access route for staff and book trolley movement
through to the new Reserve area in the new central stack This

wicened door will be surrounded by a new centra) Reserve desk

m Reading Room 1 It is also proposed that a new opening, to the

east of the central widened opening, will be formed in the south

wan of Reading Room 1 to provide access for readers though to

the open access book gallery beyond It should be noted that

an anaysis of original Scott drawings indicate that it was Scott s

6.4 Perimeter Accommodation

original design intent to have two dcors within the south wall of the

catalogue room similar to these proposals, but this is net what was

actually constructed

It « proposed that two new openings, towards the east and west

ends, wrfl be formed within the north wall of Reading Room 1 to link

reading rooms i and 2 together.

Intrusive surveys win be required to assess the extent of asbestos

removal and this will imply the removal of the exist ng chamfered

ce mg bulkhead and that a replacement ceilmg to match will

be reinstated The new floor finish will be rubber or linoleum,

sympathetic to the original patterned rubber flooring

The existing perimeter book cases in this room are not original The

original east-west linear organisation of the former Catalogue Room
will be reinstated withm Reading Room i by the use of the new

furniture, new perimeter shelving with a similar profile to the original

shewing, a new Reserve desk, and the reinstatement of the roof-

lights

New reading tawe furniture wi be arranged on tne east-west

axis Power, data and task lighting to the reading tables win be fed

through the floor (space below will become exhibitons) to fixed

built-in' reading table positions and/or floor boxes
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6.4.7 First Floor Reading Room 2

(formor PPE Commonwealth Roading Room)

Form and Layout

Tne mam features of Reading Room 2 remain intact It is proposed

to conserve the heritage features within this room, and to refurbish

and improve faculties to modern library standards of aocess

environment and secunty

The primary original features of this room are the inlaid wood

ceiling, stylised wood chandeliers, the large north faong aluminium

windows, the perimeter sapeie mahogany book shelves, the timber

clock and reading tables • all of which will remain intact and be

refurbished

There are a number of modifications which have taken place within

Readmg Room 2 smoe its' completion in the 1940s These are as

follows Double doors have been added in the west end where book

cases were originally located. The south east door «s used as the

mam entrance to the room where, it was originally the alternative

means of access egress. The windows have had extractor

fans inset within them; The linoleum floor finish is not original.

Cant’evered lighting has been added to the penmeter shelving

to illuminate the book spines; Two of the four original timber

chandebers are missmg. The vacuum tube system integrated to the

east wall behind the issue desk is not operational, The issue desk

has been modified and increased In size. The readmg tables have

had the vert cai sold panels removed between uprights, and power

and data has been incorporated

Conservation Works

It is proposed to re-block up the opening to the west end of this

room, where a door directly into the west comdor has been added,

and install new penmeter shelv.ng to match existing shelving

The existing doors at the far ends of Readmg Room 2 will be closed

and will act as alternative means of escape doors

It is proposed to refurbish the existing and retrieved wooden

chandeliers, and to install two new bespoke wooden fittings to

match at the opposite end of the room Around the perimeter of the

room it is proposed to conceal upiighters on top of the shelves to

wash the walls and timber ceiling with light Down lighting will also

be provided to illuminate the book spines on the shelves

The proposed service strategy •$ similar to the original Along the

nerth wan there is an existing niche underneath each window It

is proposed that new services, providing ventilation, heatmg and

cooling are installed within these recesses Tne pipework and fresh

air ducts to these units will feed from the floor below A slight gap

between shelving and wall will provide a return air duct fun

Floors Rubber flooring

Wans Repa red plaster with panted finish

Refurbished aluminium windows

Sapeie mahogany bookcases

Ceilings Refurbished timber ceiling

Justification for Alterations

Readers m eitner Readmg Room i or 2 will pre-order their special

collections material and retrieve this material from the Reserve

counter in Readmg Room i The Reserve counter is connected

to the central reserve area' in the new central Stack, where

books awaiting Cistnbunon are fully secure Both of these book

management processes will improve the security of the Speoal

collections.

Therefore the existing central opening between Reading Room
1 and 2 will be used by Reading Room 2 readers collecting their

material, as well as readers gaining access to Reading Room 2

from Reading Room 1 In order to prevent this route becoming

disruptive to those readers either side of the opening, it is proposed

to form two new openings at each end of the room In this wan The

Size of these openings will coordinate with the width of the existing

perimeter bookshelves, and will therefore also imply the removal

of two of the penmeter shed modules This modification will also

increase the permeability between Reading Room 1 and 2 and

improve accessibility

To further improve the security procedures in both Reading Rooms

1 and 2. it is proposed that all reader seats and tables win be

numbered, and those readers consulting the most rare special

collections shall be allocated at those seats closest to either the

Reserve desk in room 1 or the Invigilation desk in room 2 Both

Reading Rooms will havo full CCTV coverage throughout

Please refer to section 9 0 for a descnption of the proposed

modifications to the reading room furniture.














